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2018 c’était
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PILATUS
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2018 c’était aussi
Une amende record en Europe à l’encontre d’ING - €750 millions
Les settlements de la Société Générale sur ses procédures avec
les autorités américaines

Une amende record de l’ACPR à l’encontre de LBP

et 2019?
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ING interdite en Italie d’accepter des nouveaux clients
Suite à un contrôle mené entre octobre 2018 et janvier 2019, la Banque Centrale d’Italie a décidé en
février 2019 d’interdire à ING Groep (la filiale de prêts) d’accepter des nouveaux clients jusqu’à ce

qu’elle ait amélioré ses contrôles LCB-FT
Cette sanction trouve son écho dans la transaction qu’ING a conclue avec les autorités en septembre
2018. ING BANK avait alors annoncé avoir accepté, dans le cadre d’une transaction, de payer €775
millions aux autorités hollandaises dans le cadre d'une enquête pour « blanchiment d'argent et
pratiques de corruption », pour la période courant de 2010 à 2016. Cette transaction reposait sur les
manquements suivants :

-

Diligences clients incomplètes ou manquantes (non identification des BE et des PPE)
Cessation des relations trop tardive avec les clients présentant des risques de BC-FT
Mauvais scoring attribué aux clients (puisque les diligences étaient incomplètes) et partant, un

monitoring inadapté de la relation ;

-

Pas de revue régulière des relations clients
Ressources insuffisantes (« compliance department understaffed and insufficiently trained”)
A noter que désormais, ING centralise ses activités KYC au sein d’un “KYC Center”, réunit un

« client risk committee » pour statuer sur l’entrée en relation.
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UBS condamnée à une amende de € 3,7 milliards
La première banque privée du monde était accusée d’avoir aidé des milliers de contribuables
français à échapper au fisc entre 2004 et 2012. La banque devra également s’acquitter de
800 millions d’euros de dommages et intérêts versés à l’Etat français, faisant grimper le montant
total des pénalités à plus de 4,5 milliards d’euros. Les avocats d’UBS ont annoncé qu’ils allaient
faire appel du verdict.
En prononçant cette condamnation pour «démarchage bancaire illégal» et «blanchiment
aggravé de fraude fiscale» (entre 2004 et 2012), le tribunal correctionnel de Paris a suivi les
réquisitions du parquet national financier
Cinq des six anciens cadres de la banque jugés se sont vu infliger des peines de prison avec
sursis et des amendes allant jusqu'à 300’000 euros.
Impact sur le cours de bourse d’UBS : -2,7% (capitalisation boursière > CHF 47 milliards)
En comparaison, le service de régularisation fiscale de Bercy a permis de récolter environ 8
milliards d'euros de recettes fiscales entre 2013 et 2017 avec un budget de 7 millions d'euros
par an en moyenne pour quelque 200 personnes temporairement affectées à cette mission.
Une affaire qui a en fait son origine dans un settlement de 2007
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ABN AMRO visée par une enquête pour blanchiment

Février 2019: ABN AMRO annonce un renforcement de son département "contrôle du
blanchiment d'argent". Quatre cents personnes vont encore grossir les rangs. Pour ce faire une
provision de 85 millions d'euros a été constituée.
Août 2019: la banque centrale des Pays-Bas impose à ABN Amro d’examiner la situation de
l’ensemble des clients particuliers dans le pays (environ 5 millions)
26 septembre 2019 : le Parquet des Pays-Bas accuse ABN AMRO de manquements en matière
de lutte contre le blanchiment : la banque aurait signalé des transactions suspectes trop tard,
voire pas du tout et n’a pas suffisamment surveillé ses clients. La banque annonce coopéré à
l’enquête et une provision supplémentaire de 114 millions d’euros pour renforcer son dispositif
LCB-FT.
L’action a perdu 12% en bourse soit 2,35 milliards d'euros de capitalisation boursière envolés
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Financial Crime Compliance au jour le jour
Renforcement de la gouvernance: administrateurs indépendants, organe délibérant, commissaires
aux comptes, agences de notation regardent de plus près le dispositif LCB-FT. Multiplication des

comités dédiés au pilotage de ce dispositif. Multiplication des audits. Suivi rapproché avec l’ACPR.
Renforcement des moyens humains (guerre des talents) et outils dans un contexte de pression
budgétaire (taux bas impactant la rentabilité des banques et notamment retail): nécessité de gérer
l’atterrissage budgétaire de la conformité. Comment faire toujours plus avec moins ou iso budget?
Nécessité de repenser la manière de faire de la conformité: analyse ultra précise des exigences
réglementaires et de leur impact, robotisation/automatisation maximale, conformité native dans
les process et offres commerciales.
La crise d’adolescence du métier de la conformité?
▪ Passer son bac: professionnalisation avec certification de la profession
▪ Justifier son salaire: un métier qui a vocation à se recentrer sur sa valeur ajoutée en robotisant les tâches
opérationnelles à plus faible valeur ajoutée
▪ Se transformer: de plus en plus des experts en statistiques qui viennent travailler sur un environnement de data le

plus large possible (KYC, marketing, risques,…) pour remplir une mission d’ordre public en modélisant des
comportements atypiques, des profils de clients, une cartographie des risques…
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La lutte contre le financement du terrorisme

Après une nette progression du nombre du déclarations de soupçon liées au FT, un ralentissement
Une forte augmentation des droits de communication

La mise en œuvre plus régulière des appels à vigilance de Tracfin
L’émergence d’un partenariat public/privé dans un contexte de préparation de la visite du GAFI:
▪ Des investissements dans le secteur financier pour mettre en place un profilage clients
▪ Encore un grand manque de coordination de ces investissements pour une plus grande efficacité

Encore beaucoup de marge de progression pour être efficient
▪ Automatisation / réduction des faux positifs / amélioration des vrais positifs
▪ Ruptures de relations suite à dégel, déclaration de soupçon ou appel à vigilance
▪ Partage d’informations au sein des groupes et entre établissements: nécessaire coordination de l’investissement

▪ Amélioration des techniques d’investigation
▪ Coordination LCB-FT / fraude / cyber-criminalité
13

Che Sidanius
Global Head of Financial Crime Regulation and Industry Affairs,
Refinitiv

The Future of Fighting Financial Crime
Urgent need for a coordinated approach
Che Sidanius
Global Head of Financial Crime and Industry Affairs

Discussion
Financial, trafficking and sanctions crimes are still prevalent
and pose risks for business, the public sector and citizens

Public and private sectors are urged to take a quick stance in
this fight. Building trust and promoting collaboration is the way
forward

Information sharing and the use of technology needed to uncover
criminal networks

This is not just a compliance issue but poses a risk to the
integrity of the financial system
16

Current state
of affairs

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Money laundering continues
to dominate the headlines…

‘EU drafts new money laundering laws
following bank scandals’
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Collectively, we’re 1% from total
failure…there’s a crisis of confidence
Money laundering is truly a global phenomenon
–
Chart: Estimated earnings from criminal activity in the
US, billions (tax evasion excluded)

Proceeds from criminal activity in some regions
appear to be increasing exponentially
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‘Technical’ compliance, rather than effectiveness,
is at the center of the current AML system

Trend line
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Data protection rules will impede information
sharing between the public and the private sector
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Correspondent banks are terminating relationships
with regional institutions (e.g. ‘de-banking’),
creating barriers to entry and financial inclusion

The size of money laundering is greater than
any country’s GDPs, excluding the 10 largest
Refinitiv’s ‘True cost of financial crime’ report
•

$1.5 trillion in lost turnover

•

$1.3 trillion spent on combatting financial crime (3.1% of
annual turnover)

•

47% of firms have been a victim of financial crime

•

40 million are victims of modern slavery ($150 billion), see
next slide

UN report
▪

5% of global GDP in illicit proceeds from organised crime
alone

▪

Less than 1% of proceeds are seized or frozen by law
enforcement

Europol
•
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86% is laundered through the banking system

Victims of Modern Day Slavery

Let's not forget the human cost.

The current number of
modern-day slaves is
higher than the number of
legal slaves in past
centuries. It also exceeds
the population of some of
the world’s largest cities.
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40M
Population of
Shanghai

Population of
Beijing

24M

21M

Population of
Istanbul

15M

Common challenges to perform due
diligence and monitoring
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE COST
• Compliance costs for banks and other players are significant and growing
• But, the cost of not complying is even higher
FINANCIAL EXCLUSION
• Despite proven demand for FS, the market has not yet met those demands
• Global regulators recognize and seek to curb financial exclusion
RAPIDLY EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY
• Technology advances increase the capabilities of bad actors
• Lack of regulatory standards on new technology limits ability to counter
financial crime
COMPLEX REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

• Regulatory approaches differ significantly between jurisdictions
• Sometimes there are opposing requirements
22

The need for a
collective response

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Together with WEF & Europol, we formed the
Global Coalition to Fight Financial Crime
Global scope
to raise awareness and create a global standard
of cooperation to replace regional safeguards

Representing different parts of the antifinancial crime ecosystem, the Coalition
has the expertise to advocate for more
effective allocation of resources by
promoting best-in-class approaches to:
•
•
•
•
•
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Financial crime management
Risk intelligence
Law enforcement capabilities
Public-private information sharing
Thought leadership

Key objectives
identified

Five key objectives identified:

Mitigate financial crime by:

Enhance the
effectiveness
of the global
AML regime

Identify key
weaknesses in
the current
system

Advocate tangible
reforms at political
and policy levels
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1

To raise global awareness of financial crime as
a critical challenge with grave financial and
human consequences

2

To promote more effective information sharing
between public and private entities on a
coordinated, global level

3

Propose mechanisms to identify emerging
threats & best practice approaches to develop
more robust money laundering systems and
controls

4

To identify pain points in the current AML regime and
propose solutions for addressing these

5

To support initiatives to assist governments
and law enforcement to more effectively identify
and seize the assets of criminals

Substantial work linked to the Coalition’s
objectives
1. Raise global awareness of
financial crime as a critical
challenge with grave financial
and human consequence

WEF Davos Event 2019

2. Promote more effective
information sharing between
public and private entities

3. Propose mechanisms to
identify emerging threats &
best practice approaches to
more robust ML controls

4. Identify pain points in the
current AML/CTF regime and
proposing solutions for
addressing these

Promote the Future of
Financial Intelligence
Sharing project

Regional WEF Events –
Digital Tools in the Fight
Against Financial Crime

G7 Engagement

Discussions with Policy
bodies

Nov. 21, 2018 Crypto
Event

Engagement with global
policy makers on
AML/GDPR rules

2018 Crypto Event

RUSI Financial Crime 2.0
Project

True Cost of Financial
Crime report

Slide
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Coalition Launch

Data analytics project:
Human Trafficking
Social media campaign
reached 64 countries, 15
million

Slide
22

Generate political will to tackle financial crime
Ongoing engagement with G7
26

Slides 20
& 23

[1] Terrorist networks are increasingly interlinked
and global

Source: World Check
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[2] There’s an urgent need to find common ground
between conflicting regulatory requirements like
AML and GDPR
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[3] WE need to promote public-private
partnerships and the use of technology
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Jurisdiction

Model

Led by

Canada – Project PROTECT

Typology codevelopment

Private
sector

Netherlands – Terrorist Financing
Taskforce

Analysts colocation &
typology
development

Prosecutorled together
with police

Hong Kong Fraud and Money
Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

UK Joint Money Laundering
Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

Australian Fintel Alliance

Secondment
based & analyst
co-location

FIU

US Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network

Case briefing for
tactical info
sharing

FinCEN

Singapore AML/CFT Partnership

Typology codevelopment
only

Supervisor

Europol Financial Intelligence PPP

Transnational
typology
development

Europol-led

Case study:
Using analytics to uncover human trafficking
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Source: World Check

A word of caution - the global AML Supervisory
regime has a fatal flaw. I’ve seen it before…

Capital adequacy

Since the 2009 Financial Crisis, Liquidity,
Credit and Market risk controls have been
strengthened

Business model assessment
Asset quality

Governance and risk
Management

Assessment of risks to capital

Management

Earnings

Liquidity
Assessment of risks to liquidity

Sensitivity to market risk
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AML is currently considered an Operational
risk and doesn’t take in to account that it
can cause a ’run-on-the-bank’ and financial
instability

We need to acknowledge that financial
crime poses a risk to the integrity of the
banking system

A new perspective on the financial crime
challenge – a case study in banking instability
ABLV - one the largest banks in Latvia

Latvia

Country profile: €8.1 billion in foreign deposits,
controlled by 26,000 shell companies
▪ Banking system represent 40% of Latvia’s
GDP!

▪ 12 February: FinCEN accused ABLV of ‘institutional
money laundering’
– Lost access to the USD funding market
– Within days there was a €600 million run-on-the-bank
▪ 19 February: ECB suspended all payments
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However, that’s just the beginning… where
did the illicit proceeds go?
➢ Primary deposit flow and ‘flight-tosafety’
Russia
Estonia
UK

Ukraine
Germany
Czech Republic
Switzerland

▪ Germany
▪ Switzerland
▪ Russia
➢ Secondary deposit flow destination
▪ UK
▪ Ukraine
▪ Czech Republic
▪ Estonia
▪ Cyprus

Cyprus
Primary deposit flow
33

Secondary deposit flow

Victor Henriques
Victor Henriques - Research Manager - Risk Content & Services,
Refinitiv

How to manage noncompliance risk while reducing
operational costs?
World-Check
Victor Henriques

World-Check data
Model and focus

Aggregates and provides clients with
access to:

• Heightened risk individuals and entities
• From public domain data (open source)
data which is:
─ Global

─ Intelligence

─ Aggregated

─ Associated

─ Deduplicated

─ Enhanced

─ Structured

─ Narrative

─ Consolidated
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GLOBAL
World-Check records individuals in every habited location
on earth – 245 countries and dependent territories

World-Check data
Key features and benefits
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World-Check is a global
standard, trusted by
16,000+ customers in
180+ countries

World-Check is designed
and structured to
minimise operational
cost and lower Total Cost
of Ownership

World-Check is constantly
updated with 50K+ new
profiles and 80K+ records
reviewed each month

World-Check is used by
300+ government and
intelligence agencies
worldwide

World-Check’s sanctions
content is updated
24/7/365 and is ISAE
3000 certified on an
annual basis

World-Check has strict
quality-controlled
inclusion criteria to
ensure accuracy and
relevance
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World-Check data
Key features and benefits (cont.)

World-Check inclusion
criteria and content is
aligned to legislation and
regularly updated

World-Check has a global
operational footprint, with
400+ highly trained
research analysts who
speak 65+ languages

World-Check establishes
connections between
records, allowing clients to
uncover hidden risks

World-Check is highly
structured with 30+
fields, allowing flexible and
highly targeted screening

World-Check is globally
comprehensive, with 4+
million records

World-Check has won
numerous awards,
including from Interpol
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World-Check content: regulatory drivers

The World-Check content is driven by and aligned to legislation and regulation; it
is a tool designed to help clients to comply with regulatory obligations, such as:
Sanctions
•
OFAC, CAATSA, UN, UKHMT, CANS, MINEFI, DFAT, and hundreds more
Anti-Money Laundering
•
FATF & Wolfsberg guidance, BSA, PATRIOT Act, 4MLD & 5MLD, etc.
Anti-bribery & Corruption
•
FCPA, UKBA, OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, UN Convention Against Corruption, etc.

Sanctions

Law Enforcement
Regulatory
Enforcement

Countering the Financing of Terrorism
•
UN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, FATF, PATRIOT Act, etc.

PEPs & RCAs

Anti-organized crime
•
Palermo Convention, POCA, RICO, etc.

SOEs & SIEs

Human rights & supply chains
•
UK Modern Slavery Act, Dodd Frank Act, California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, etc.

Environmental legislation
•
EU Timber Regulation, US Lacey Act, etc.
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Negative media

World-Check contains data about…

Countries
& regions

Ports &
airports
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Individual
s

Aircraft

Companies &
Banks

Vessels

State Owned
Entities

International
organizations

Criminal &
terrorist
groups

Other entities

Why is World-Check data used?

Required for:

• New Client screening at onboarding
• Retrospective and ongoing screening for existing clients
• High risk payment screening especially cross border payments
• End client validation

• Correspondent banking relationships
• Transaction monitoring look-backs
• Supplier, partner, agent and employee initial and ongoing screening
• Periodic or once-off due diligence, e.g. pre-IPO or acquisition
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Deduplicated Data
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World-Check data
Aggregated and deduplicated

• Each record within World-Check represents a single individual or legal entity
• For example, Hassan Al-Turki is listed on 49 different government lists, but is only listed in World-Check as a
single record with 20+ news articles
• Deduplication greatly decreases remediation efforts and simplifies match validation
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World-Check data
Aggregated and deduplicated

• Deduplication significantly reduces the number of
records that need to be screened

• For sanctions compliance, this can reduce
workloads by well over 50%
25000

20000

UN
SECO

15000

UKHMT
OFAC
10000

DFAT
CANS
EU

5000

0
Raw
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Deduplicated
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• SanctionSets contain only the data provided by the
sanction body in World-Check format with WorldCheck UIDs – transactional screening

Sanctions Update
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Sanctions Coverage

Sanctions are protective restrictive measures, such as an asset freeze or
block, investment or travel ban, financial sanctions, arms and trade
embargoes, etc.
World-Check covers:
•

280+ known sanctions lists

•

100% coverage – external assurance with ISAE 3000 audit of major
sanctions lists on an annual basis

•

Major sanctions list monitored and covered on a 24/7/365 basis

•

Special team dedicated to covering all sanctions lists

•

Dedicated Quality Control

•

Records are “keyworded” allowing flexible screening
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280+
sanctions lists
covered

Sanctions comprise
approximately

0.8%
of the data

Implicit or narrative sanctions coverage

• Narrative sanctions apply when sanctions are extended to certain nonlisted entities or individuals by a narrative statement in the listing, e.g.:
- entities owned by sanctioned entities/individuals (e.g. OFAC 50%)
- relatives of sanctioned individuals (e.g. CAATSA)
- other entities described, but not named in listing (e.g. CBW Directive)
• Requires significant further qualitative research to uncover

• OFAC, UN, EU, UKHMT and Russian narrative sanctions covered
extensively
• Narrative Sanctions Research Unit
• Records are “keyworded”
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OFAC 50% rule
•

Any entity owned (50% or more)
by a listed person

•

Owned in the aggregate, directly
and indirectly

New Sanctions Related keyword type

• Keywords in World-Check are currently divided into four types shown below with examples:
SANCTIONS
European Union Sanctions
[EU]

• New keyword type:

REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT
Central Bank of Russian Federation
[RUCBR]

SANCTIONS RELATED
Russian Sectoral Sanctions
[RSSRE-WC]
OFAC CBW Directive
[USCBW-WC]
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
UK Metropolitan Police [METPOL]

OTHER BODIES
International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists –
Panama Papers [PAICIJ-WC]

PEP Expiration Feature
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The problem of overscreening

Overscreening occurs when you screen more than what is required by regulation (“compliance view”)
or what is required to manage AML, CFT or sanctions risks (“risk view”).

Examples include:
• Screening against sanctions from geographically distant or
irrelevant sanctions bodies
• Screening all adverse media or all watchlist lists, regardless of
relevance or risk

• Screening all PEPs and not developing an institutional PEP
definition informed by applicable regulatory requirements and risks
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A plethora of
PEPs

PEP Expiration – reduce alert volume by not overscreening

Problem Statement: For how long after leaving office is a PEP a PEP?
Different countries have varying standards, e.g. Germany = 1 year, Brazil = 5 years, etc…
Solution: The biography section of the PEP record is restructured in a new multi-value field to clearly indicate the details of
each PEP role. This allows a client to define PEP expiration that is shorter than the World-Check default expiration and
therefore exclude that record from re-screening.
Existing PEP
Sub-category field

PEP Status = Active | Inactive | Unknown

Existing PEP
Position field

Calculated value based on the aggregate Role statuses of each PEP
AND the status of any connected Primary PEPs

PEP ROLE

PEP ROLE
LEVEL

PEP POSITION

PEP BIOGRAPHY

PEP ROLE
STATUS

TERM START
DATE

State presidential
Candidate

PEP N

Candidate

Secretary of State

PEP N

Government Official

Democratic Party candidate for US President in
2016 general election

Current

Jul 2009

Secretary of State

US Secretary of State

Current

Jan 2009

PEP N

Government Official

Member of US National Security Council

Former

Jan 2009

Feb 2013

Senior Official – SOE

PEP N

Senior Official –
SOE

Member of the Board of Directors for The
Broadcasting Board of Governors

Former

2009

2013

Federal Senator

PEP N

Member of
Legislature

Federal senator for the State of New York

Former

Unknown

Unknown
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TERM END
DATE

PEP Expiration in action

The PEP status value in the biography is clearly defined in
this multi-layered structure
• Role
• Role Level
• Position
• Current, Former or Unknown
• Term start and finish date
• PEP role bio
New C6 Update Classification
The same information, displayed differently with clearly
defined separators, in the Data-File download.
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Content Update Classification
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Content Update Classification

Provides details on the type of update last made to each
record, divided into five categories:
1. C1 – most critical updates

C1

2. C2

C2

3. C3

C3

4. C4 – least critical updates

C4

5. C5 – record reviewed with no update (non-client facing)

C5

6. C6 – new data fields introduced (new)
Allows clients to determine which reports need to be
rescreened, eliminating a significant amount of work.
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Terrorism Category Update
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World-Check data
Intelligence and associated: terrorism coverage

There are 2 types of records under the
World-Check TERRORISM categories:

Terrorism - listed records vs World-Check records

1. Person or entity arrested or charged
on suspicion of involvement in
terrorism or terror related activities or
convicted of terror related crime

2. Person or entity identified on a
national or internationally recognized
banning, warning, wanted list (e.g.
OFAC, UN, INTERPOL, etc.) as
connected to terrorism or individuals
connected to such organizations.
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World-Check
OFAC/EU/UN/HMT

New terrorism categories
Report categorization explained

• Pre-conviction
Individuals who are investigated, accused, arrested, charged, questioned or detained remain categorized as
either INDIVIDUAL or in the correct non-crime category (i.e., legal, religion, diplomat, etc.) until conviction
New: NONCONVICTION TERROR
• Post-conviction/pleading guilty categories
– CRIME – NARCOTICS
– CRIME – ORGANIZED
– CRIME – WAR
– CRIME – FINANCIAL
– CRIME – TERROR (new)
– CRIME – OTHER
57
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World-Check categories
Every World-Check report is classified in one or more of 20+ ways
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Bank

Crime-Other

Individual

Political Party

Corporate

Crime-Terror

Legal

Port

Country

Crime-War

Military

Religion

Crime-Financial

Diplomat

Nonconviction Terror

Trade Union

Crime-Narcotics

Embargo

Organization

Vessel

Crime-Organized

Embargo Vessel

Political Individual
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Record Tagging
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Record Risk Term Tagging

Nearly 40% of World-Check reports are in the INDIVIDUAL category and meet the following criteria:
• Facing charges, but not yet convicted
• Politically exposed
• They do not meet the criteria for a World-Check crime category

New multi-value Risk Term Tag field will:
- enrich World-Check records
- improve risk filtering beyond category field
- provide better insight into level of risk
Example tags: “Human Trafficking”, “Bribery and Corruption”, “Cybercrime” etc.
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David Dovale
Risk Proposition Manager, Refinitiv

Emmanuel Bravo
Risk Specialist, Refinitiv

World-Check One:
Media and Vessel
screening
Introduction to Media-Check and Vessel-Check as part of the WorldCheck One platform

What Regulators Say about Adverse Media Check

FinCEN’s final rules on the criteria for Customer Due Diligence, legal entities should formulate riskbased procedures to decide if and when further screening of client’s names through negative media
sources, would be applicable.
The Risk Factors Guidelines under the EU’s 4th AML directive outline the need for legal entities to
perform adverse media searches as part of Enhanced Due Diligence process for high-risk customers.
Adverse media searches should also be applied when increasing the quantity of information obtained
for CDD purposes.
Here’s what the FATF Recommendations say about adverse media checks and negative news
screening.
“Financial institutions should understand the client’s reputation, including if they were previously
investigated for money laundering, terrorist financing or if they faced regulatory penalties. In essence,
an adverse media check is necessary when dealing with high-risk customers.”
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Common challenges
Navigating unstructured media

Coverage
False
positives

Volume

Timeliness

Media

Entity
ambiguity

Fake news
Duplicate
articles
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False
negatives

The Challenge

In the digital age, vast volumes of information can overwhelm attempts to
pinpoint what is relevant to financial crime and eliminate what is not.
Missing an important piece of media information about a specific individual or entity
could have significant consequences, particularly from a regulatory compliance
perspective – and it is therefore critical that clients find the clear signal in the noise.

The limits of internet searches such as language barriers and limited access to some
sources also means that few pieces of adverse media will go unnoticed.
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Media-Check, Harnessing Artificial Intelligence

A unique media screening and processing feature powered by artificial
intelligence (AI) that helps address the regulatory and reputational
consequences of overlooking key data in the fight against financial crime.
An opt-in, integrated feature that delivers machine learning capability increasing
efficiency by filtering unstructured content from over 16,000 global print and web
sources, giving institutions more accurate and relevant data faster.
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Structured vs. Unstructured Negative Media Content
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Intelligent Tagging and Classification – Taming Unstructured Content

Unstructured Content

AI

Structure

KYC
Taxonomy
Traditionally licensed content
Royalty based redistribution
13,000+ quality sources
Newswires
Global, national and regional
newspapers
Government
Full-text search and archive
Intelligent tagging
23 languages
Continuously updated

Name
Extraction
Document
Topics

Risk Detection
3000+ sources
Online News
Law enforcement
Blogs
Full text searching
Intelligent tagging
13 languages
Updated 4 times a day
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Search and
Retrieval

Event
Clustering

Delivery

World-Check
One

Initial
Screening

Relationships
On-going
Screening

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to Identify False Positive Risk Relationships

Traditional aggregator/
Web search engine approach

Our unique approach

Job role

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs

Entity facing risk

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs
Joseph Bloggs
Joseph Peter Bloggs
Joe P. Bloggs

In this example, both Jane Doe and Joe Bloggs would be
marked as possible matches due to their name appearing
near negative keywords. Any article referring to “Joseph
Bloggs” would be missed.
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By using artificial intelligence, we can provide intelligent
“name matching” and surface articles where an entity is more
likely facing a risk. In this case, “Joe Bloggs” is the entity
facing a risk.

Taxonomy – Categorizing Unstructured Content

Environmental risk

Financial risk/health

Financial crime

Intellectual property rights/brand
infringements/anticompetitive behavior

Sanctions enforcement and restrictions

Terrorism related matters

Political exposure

Social risk inc. employment practices,
child exploitation, conflict minerals,
forced and slave labor,
human rights violations

Banking risk inc. clients, products,
business practices

Theft, fraud, bribery, corruption,
abuse of power, forgery and counterfeiting,
tax evasion, embezzlement

Accusation
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Crime inc. conspiracy, collusion,
cross-border, organized crime,
trafficking, weapons, violence,
war crimes

Information security, IT governance,
security breaches, cybercrime

Charge

Conviction

Exoneration

Media-Check, Harnessing Artificial Intelligence
•

RECHERCHE ADVERSE MEDIA

•

Contenu : + 16 000 sources de presse (écrite/web). Publications soigneusement sélectionnées et vérifiées en permanence pour leur pertinence.
Contenu structuré grâce à l’Intelligent Tagging.

•

LE POUVOIR DE L’IA : La pertinence du contenu est identifiée à l'aide de l’Intelligence Artificielle et le Machine Learning afin de cibler plus

précisément les résultats. Cela réduit le volume d'informations que l'utilisateur doit examiner >
•

les faux positifs sont réduits.

L‘Intelligent Tagging permet de classer et structurer le contenu grâce à notre solution propriétaire d’intelligence tagging KYC/AML. Des millions
de textes sont traités, taggant des personnes, des lieux, des faits et des événements, et ajoutant des scores pour indiquer l'importance relative

> le contenu devient plus facile à consulter et pertinent.
•

De nouvelles fonctionnalités brevetées éliminant les doublons d'articles, permettant aux utilisateurs de se concentrer sur des événements
uniques plutôt que de passer du temps à parcourir différentes versions d'une même information >

•

Le contenu est regroupé en événements à l'aide de l'analyse de texte. La fonctionnalité identifie et regroupe les articles similaires liés à un

événement/thème et le nom de l'entité associée. >
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le bruit est réduit.

La pertinence du contenu améliore votre productivité.

Naviguation
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WORLD-CHECK ONE – MEDIA CHECK : ADMINISTRATOR SETTINGS
Media Check

SMART FILTER
En plus des mots-clés prédéfinis, le Smart Filter utilise l'intelligence artificielle
pour identifier les termes négatifs associés au nom de l'entité filtrée et à ses
variations. Si cette fonction est désactivée, les recherches seront effectuées
en utilisant la correspondance exacte du nom de l'entité filtrée selon les
autres paramètres de média définis.

ARTICLE TOPICS
Parcourez les sujets d’articles disponibles et leurs définitions et excluez des
sujets des résultats..

PUBLICATIONS DIRECTORY
Consultez les publications disponibles et leurs descriptions et excluez des
publications des résultats.

CUSTOM KEYWORDS, TERMS & PHRASES
Saisissez des mots-clés personnalisés pour filtrer les résultats des médias.
Les mots-clés personnalisés se trouvent dans le titre et le corps de l'article
et sont ajoutés aux principaux critères de recherche
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What is Vessel Check?

World-Check One Vessel Check is an opt-in,

integrated feature that delivers a
powerful combination of trusted and
accurate data sets for comprehensive screening,
all on a

single platform.

About IHS maritime data
Information on the IHS database covers:

Detailed data includes details of:

All ships of “100GT and above

• Operator

• 190,000+ ships

• Group beneficial owner

• 200,000+ related companies

• Ship manager

• 600+ fields of data

• Dock company

• 7 levels of ownership

• Registered owner

• 11+ years of vessel history

• Technical manager

• Service Inspections History

• Current and previous vessel name/s
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There is risk when conducting business at sea
Any company transporting cargo by sea runs the risk of unwittingly
engaging a compromised vessel

This can result in:
• Reputational damage
• Financial loss
• The seizure of goods

• Fines and penalties
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Direct and indirect risks
Avoid the direct risks of engaging a vessel that:
• Has previously been associated with illicit activities
• Currently appears on a sanctions list e.g. U.S. Treasury Office of Foreign Asset Control [OFAC]

• Is a ‘phantom ship’ that has been hijacked, stolen, leased or bought and subsequently registered with false information about
its identity, ownership, dimensions and/or characteristics
• Is linked to either private or public interests an embargoed country e.g. Iran
Avoid indirect risks such as:
• Investing in a business with subsidiaries or associates that have shipping concerns involved in or associated with alleged
unethical or illicit activities
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The three step process at a glance

*

* Optional add-on
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Sylwia Wolos
EDD Proposition Director, Refinitiv

David Dovale
Risk Proposition Manager

Ultimate Beneficial
Ownership

Agenda
1)

Introduction - problem scale

2)

Requirements

3)

Solutions for Risk Based Approach
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$1 trillion paid in bribes
$2.6 trillion stolen
$1.6 to $2.2 trillion in transnational crime

$1.3 trillion spent in fighting financial
crime

The misuse of legal entities

“Almost every economic crime involves the
misuse of corporate entities – money launderers
exploit cash-based businesses and other legal
vehicles to disguise the source of their illicit gains,
bribe-givers and recipients conduct their illicit
transactions through bank accounts opened under the
names of corporations and foundations, and
individuals hide or shield their wealth from tax
authorities and other creditors through trusts and
partnerships, to name but a few examples.”

“Behind the Corporate Veil: Using Corporate Entities
for Illicit Purposes” (OECD, 2001)
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Data is just the beginning – Ownership information availability and limitations

• 237 countries, territories or
jurisdictions where companies can
be incorporated

51%

of these jurisdictions
(40% of total) provide
directorship information

• 79% company verification if available
online or in person
57%

• 62% company verification can be
performed online
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of these jurisdictions
(45% of total) disclose
direct shareholders

From policy to
practice

The legal requirements

What is a UBO? FATF glossary definition:
“Beneficial owner refers to the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a customer and/or the natural person on whose
behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also includes those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal
person or arrangement.”
Note 1: A UBO is technically always a natural person (“warm body”)
Note 2: Ultimate effective control can happen by means other than ownership (e.g. golden shares)
Note 3: It’s not just ownership of entities or legal arrangements but also applies to situations where proxies act for
principals (e.g. fronting)
The core requirement is in Recommendation 10:
“The CDD measures to be taken are as follows:
Identifying the beneficial owner, and taking reasonable measures to verify the identity of the beneficial owner, such that the
financial institution is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is. For legal persons and arrangements this should include
financial institutions understanding the ownership and control structure of the customer.”
Note: the requirement is to verify the identify of the BO
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Screening and UBO

Screening is one of the key controls our clients impose to detect and prevent money laundering and terrorist financing.

Screening allows our clients to:
•

Identify PEPs (Recommendation 12 – ultimately from Article 52 of UNCAC)

•

Identify individuals or entities that are sanctioned by the UN (a “designated person” per Recommendations 6 and 7)

•

Comply with other sanctions regimes that explicitly require an understanding of ownership – e.g. OFAC 50% rule and EU
sanctions

•
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•

“This settlement demonstrates that an enforcement response may be particularly appropriate [when]… the apparent
violator is an institution that maintains direct customer relationships for entities that are beneficially owned, directly or
indirectly, 50 percent or more by one or more SDNs”

•

“Various administrative actions taken by OFAC involved improper or incomplete due diligence by a company… on its
customers, such as their ownership, geographic location(s), counter-parties, and transactions”

Identify other money laundering risks (Recommendation 10 read with Recommendation 1)
•

Adverse media screening

•

One of the key ways FATF has identified that corporate structures get misused is in concealing “the identity of known or
suspected criminals”
The Challenge of Beneficial Ownership Webinar - 12th September 2019

Organizations struggle to verify ownership hierarchies

• Ownership information may be fragmented, stored in
different locations, or difficult to find
• Legal entities that are established in high secrecy
jurisdictions

• Different jurisdictions often have different methods of
defining and recording ownership
• Documentation held in varying languages
• Financial criminals may deliberately create layers of
opacity
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Solutions for Risk
Based Approach

Methods of obtaining UBO data

Ask the client

Data aggregators

The simplest and seemingly easiest way
to obtain UBO information is to ask.

Consulting data aggregations (like Dun &
Bradstreet) to identify UBOs.

Using a wide-variety of secondary
sources & registries to identify UBOs.

Benefits:

Benefits:

Benefits:

•

In theory should always be able to get
an answer

•

•

Will be more up to date in some
circumstances

•

Can be integrated into existing KYX
processes and systems

•

Allows UBO identification in a wider
set of circumstances

•

Ability to detect fronting (where good
investigative journalism exists)

Limitations:
•

Manual, time-consuming and costly

•

Lack of standardisation

•

Those with something to hide can and
will simply lie

•
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Sometimes entities in complex
structures don’t know their UBOs

•
•

Data aggregators provide global data,
tracking ownership across multiple
jurisdictions
Provides more assurance and
independence than asking

Individual search / EDD

No need to “bother clients”

Limitations:

Limitations:

•

Coverage is partial and not perfect

•

Manual, time-consuming and costly

•

Depends on company registries doing
due diligence

•

Secondary sources may not allow
identification

•

May be out of date

•

Access may be limited

Our solution: Market-leading data sets combined in one platform

Dun and Bradstreet UBO data
has over 30,000 data sources in
more than 215 countries to
support UBO identification and
validation
And

Refinitiv’s market-leading World-Check
Risk Intelligence data, with over 4 million
structured records, including more than
700 sanctions, watch and enforcement
lists to screen names against, to reveal
possible regulatory or reputational risk
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Integrated in to our award
winning World-Check One
screening platform with time
and cost saving workflow
solution tools to help you
make informed business
decisions faster

About Dun & Bradstreet data

• Nearly ninety percent of the Fortune 500,
and companies of every size around the
world, rely on Dun & Bradstreet data,
insights and analytics

• A truly global view
• Information is kept up-to-date and relevant
through automated data capture process

• Covers companies in over 215 countries
• More than a century of experience

• 100 million connections and beneficial
ownership calculations down to 0.01%
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About World-Check Risk Intelligence

• Over 400 highly trained researchers

• Screen for PEP, watch list or sanctions
exposure, as well as negative media

• Expertise in more than 60 languages
• Over 4 million highly structured records
• Over 700 sanctions, regulatory and law
enforcement lists
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• Thousands of media sources, company
information and regulatory filings
• Exclusive features to help you work more
efficiently

Integrated workflow for verifying and screening beneficiary owners

• Combining world-leading data sources
• Integrated workflow enables greater
efficiency in AML operations through
seamlessly importing UBO data into the
screening process
• Innovative visualisation capabilities help
identify hidden relationships and potential
risk
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Advanced Case Manager functionality uses
parent case logic that allows linked entities
to be grouped to build a holistic view of
ownership and potential risk

UBO Check in
Action

UBO Check in Action
Find a company Search and screen

Screen for entering your
search criteria note the
fields with * are
compulsory fields to
activate your search.

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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UBO Check in Action
Results for UBO data/matches

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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UBO Check in Action
Visualization of relationship and ownership

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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UBO Check in Action
Screen against World-Check Risk Intelligence

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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UBO Check in Action
Taking it one step further with Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports

Order
EDD
report

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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Enhanced Due
Diligence
EDD Research for Ultimate Beneficial Owners

Sources of EDD UBO Research

Primary Sources
• Official corporate registry documents
• Official stock exchange information

• The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
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Secondary Sources
The secondary sources include reliable free and paid
Internet resources which provide reliable shareholding
information in respective jurisdiction, including:
•

Financial market news portals,

•

Financial documents, reports etc.

•

Corporate information databases,

•

SEC's Investment Adviser Public Disclosure website –

•

CLEAR reports

•

Database aggregators

•

Eikon

•

ZAWYA

•

OpenOwnership

•

Other media and Internet sources found via searches

Research Techniques
•
•

Reverse Search Method
Sideway Search Method

John Smith
100% ownership
in target company

Nationality: UK
DOB: 1/1/1980
World-Check hit:
no

Person with
significant
control

Company A
Location: UAE
Reg. no.: Not identified
World-Check hit: no

Company B
Location: UAE
Reg. no.: Not identified
World-Check hit: no

Target company
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Parent company

Company C
Location: UK
Reg. no.: 123545ABC
World-Check hit: no

Fellow
subsidiary

“So-called ‘anonymous companies’, in which the corporate veil is
used to conceal illegal activities, have no place in a modern
economy and bring the entire business sector into disrepute.”
Simon Walker, Former Director General of the UK Institute of
Directors
The Institute of Directors (IoD) is a professional Institute with 30,000 Member through 48 regional
branches across the UK, that has been supporting businesses and the people who run them since
1903.
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Enhanced Due
Diligence
High risk customers and third parties: Who are they and how
you can partner with Refinitiv to know all about them

Agenda
1. What is Enhanced Due Diligence :
- Elements of EDD Background Checks
- Best Sources of Information
- Practical Research Tips
2. Who EDD can help?
- Cross- Sector Application of EDD
3. Why Refinitiv – how we can help manage risk through DD.
- Knowledge and Coverage
- Data security
- API facility
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Enhanced Due Diligence for Corporate Business

EDD At A Glance

Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports provide detailed background
checks on individuals and entities as part of wider anticorruption, anti-money
laundering, or other compliance programs.

EDD Reports are used to:
• Enable compliance with global

regulatory statutes such as KYC, AML/ CFT legislation, anti-

bribery legislation and any legal obligations associated with Politically Exposed Persons, or PEPs.
• Protect against reputational damage
• Ensure the security and integrity of a supply chain
• Comply with legislation such as FCPA and the UK Bribery Act

• Protect organizations from unwitting association with heightened risk individuals and entities.
• EDD Reports are often bundled with other Risk products to provide a complete compliance
package.
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A structured approach to EDD
BASIC ELEMENTS OF A BACKGROUND SCREEN
• Sanctions and other compliance database screening
• Adverse media/Internet search for reputational
assessment
• Confirmation of subject company status. Verification of
key individuals
• Identification of beneficial owners/shareholders
• Director search and associated entities

• Local searches for litigation/bankruptcy/regulatory
breaches
• Possibly reputation analysis
• Importance of local language searches
• Local business intelligence

• Consistency and thoroughness is key
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Sources of Information

Human Intelligence
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Adverse media tips
Media and Internet searches –
naming combinations
Subject 1: Sadam Hussain (based in Iraq)

Subject 2: Barack Obama (based in U.S.)
Naming combinations as per naming convention and spelling variations

ENGLISH VERSION

ARABIC CHARACTERS

Saddam Hussein / Hussain / Hoessein / Husayn

صدام حسين

Barack Obama

Saddam Hussein / Hussain/ Hoessein / Husayn Al Tikriti

صدام حسين التكريتي

Barack Hussein Obama
Barack H Obama

Saddam H Al Tikriti

Saddam Al Tikriti

صدام ح التكريتي
صدام التكريتي

Obama Barack
Barack Hussain Obama
Barack Hoessein Obama

Al Tikriti Saddam
El Tikriti / Tikriti / alTikriti/ eltikriti
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التكريتي صدام
التكريتي

Barack Husayn Obama
B H Obama

Google® and news aggregators
Searches in Google are essential and a part of due diligence. However, Google has certain limitations. It is
indispensable to use additional sources of information, in particular, news aggregators. In the course of research,
our EDD team uses several such databases.
The below table present the most important advantages and disadvantages of usage of Google and
news aggregators.
GOOGLE

+

NEWS AGGREGATORS

-

+

-

• Available in multiple
languages

• Considerable information noise
(numerous irrelevant results)

• Access to an extensive number of
paid sources

• Available in a limited number of languages

• Offers access to:

• Valuable access to reliable sources
(e.g. major newspapers)

• No access to social media sources

- company websites

• Fewer possibilities to refine
searches

- blogs and forums

• No access to paid sources

• More relevant results
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- local news sources

• More possibilities to refine searches

- trade registries/yellow
pages

• Possibility to limit research to a
specific time period / duration

Enhanced Due Diligence for Corporate Business

• Limited to a certain number of sources

Risks
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EDD reports support customers across multiple use cases
KYC/Private
Wealth
Management

Citizenship/
Residency by
Investment

• Before IPOs, M&A or equity
investments
• Information on Financial,
Environmental, Labour Crimes
(alongside the legal and financial
investigations)

• All applications
• Detailed background checks on
the applicants and their spouses
and children including Source of
Wealth and Funds verification

• Where a risk is identified (eg. PEP)
in Onboarding/KYC
• Information on Source of Wealth
and Financial Crime connections

UKBA, FCPA, UK Modern Slavery
Reputational Risk

AML/CTF Regulation
Reputational Risk

Reputational Risk

Reputational Risk (Bribery &
Corruption and AML)

Lite
Standard

Standard/Premium
Source of Wealth

Standard (across all related subjects)
Premium

Premium

Benefits

Report
Type
Customers

• Corporates
• Financial Institutions

•
•
•
•
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PreTransactional

• All Medium/High Risk suppliers,
distributors or vendors
• Information on Financial or Labour
Crimes

Drivers

Customer
Need

Third Party
Risk

•
•
•
•

Wealth and Asset Managers
Banks
Private Equity
Payments

• Investment Banks
• Private Equity
• Law Firms

• Government Agencies (CIU)
• Agents

Protect their business from reputational and financial damage
Accelerate time to revenue
Greater insight into counterparty identity to increase confidence in risk decisions
Supports profitable growth through supporting businesses manage dynamic demand and complete due diligence checks in new markets and opportunities

Enhanced Due Diligence for Corporate Business

Risk Assessments
High risk customers may include:

•Politically Exposed Persons or Entities (PEPs)
•Money Services Businesses (MSBs)
•Gaming Companies
•Correspondent Banks

•Bearer Shares
•Customers from higher risk jurisdictions or restricted countries
•Customers whose source of wealth originates from higher risk industries
•Customers with significant adverse media coverage

•Associations to higher risk related parties
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Transparency and challenges in high risk areas
Transparency in high risk areas

Challenges in high risk areas

•

•

Offshore jurisdictions continue to be barriers: the Caribbean, Cyprus,
Mauritius, Panama and Delaware in the U.S.

•

Mexico remains the most challenging emerging markets economy
with a decentralized registry system and security concerns affecting
access to information

•

Central America, Africa and the Middle East tend to have the poorest
levels of transparency. Shareholder information is not even available in
South Africa

•

Countries where ownership and directorship information were
previously available are ushering new rules limiting the disclosure of
information like Hong Kong and Mainland China

•

In 2012, Azerbaijan signed in new law limiting the disclosure of
corporate information

•

Cumbersome retrieval processes require in-person requests and
manual searches like Indonesia or parts of Africa

Organizations such as the World Bank
and The International Finance
Corporation (IFC) are supporting
transparent disclosure of corporate data
to facilitate due diligence

•

China, India and Russia offer ownership
information online. Brazil is partially
online, but needs to be retrieved by
someone with a Brazilian National ID

•

Information is generally available in
Eastern Europe, South America
and Asia

•

Rwanda and Liberia recently launched an
online registry retrieval portals including
shareholders and directors
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When is BI most valuable?
Strong case
for BI
•
•
•
•

Developing markets
High risk environment
Lack of independent institutions
Lack of reliable public domain
records
• Limited media coverage
Reuters/Andrew Biraj
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Our EDD Research Teams Provide Local Intelligence on a Global
Scale
POLAND
Gdynia

+430 highly trained in house research
analysts, case managers, and support
personnel situated across the globe in 10
locations.
Bolstered by a large trusted vendor network in
85 countries.

London

Speaking 60 languages, servicing 214
geographies we have global coverage
combined with local knowledge.

CHINA
Beijing
Dubai
Hong Kong

• Open Source Media
• Commercial Databases
• Public Records/Primary Source
• Litigation/Regulatory/Bankruptcy
• Hard-to-Obtain Information
• Refinitiv/World-Check
• Company Ownership Data

Singapore
PANAMA

INDIA
Mumbai
Bangalore

Knowledge Management Group
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MALAYSIA
Penang

Key points of differentiation
Unparalleled knowledge and experience

PWC ISAE 3000 Security certification

We are the only provider with Knowledge Management, Audit and
Content teams who identify the best sources in each location,
enabling our researchers to spend less time searching and more time
analysing. AI powered tools allow more precise and faster process.

We are the only EDD provider with ISAE 3000 certification. Our
technology and process is of outmost security standards, certified by
external auditor. Our secure online portal makes it easy to order, track
and administer. API facility allows integration with 3PR management
systems.

Our staff are Counter Fraud Specialist and Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialist.

EDD data is hosted in ISO/IEC 2700127001 certified
data centers in Singapore and London

Consistent quality and ethical practices

A proven and trusted supplier to the corporate and financial
industry

We average 120+ reports per day globally, yet we have a proven
track record of 99.7% quality success consistently. Year on year.
No one else does.

Highest ethical standard of collecting human intelligence
via the most comprehensive network of sources in the market
provides access to original intelligence not available through the
public domain, giving our clients a crucial competitive advantage
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In corporate sector we work for
- one of the top 5 automotive company with over $80 billion revenue

- four of top 10 technology companies by revenue
- third globally largest pharmaceutical company
We have hundreds of clients across all sectors, including extractive,
retail, energy, defence, aerospace, construction and education.

Enhanced Due Diligence API
The EDD API allows our clients and third parties to directly connect with our EDD ordering portal,
which enables users to order, check statuses and retrieve their reports.

Why EED service?
Best in class security features:

WORKFLOW OF EDD API

•

Data management centers and fully trained staff working
on EDD workflow

EDD API

•

ISO27001 certified with regular code of conduct ethics
and data security training

Check System

•

Externally authenticated systems

•

Reduced log-in burden, saving you time and simplifying
user management

Create Case

Client
Search Case

Best in class user experience:
•

Integrated with existing applications, providing a simplified solution

•

Filter information with the EDD platform

•

Check reports status and retrieve up to date EDD reports

•

Retrieve risk summary directly to your system
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Amend Case

Get Master

Gena Boutin
Director, Digital Identity Proposition, Refinitiv

Bringing
together
the power of
World-Check
& Digital Identity
Gena Boutin

The Problem

FOR REGULATED BUSINESSES OPERATING
IN A BORDERLESS WORLD

Increasing digitalisation
& disruptive technology
BOTH AN OPPORTUNITY AND A THREAT
TO BUSINESS MODELS & PROFITABILITY

Rapidly evolving & volatile
regulatory landscape
TENSIONS & CONFLICT CREATE
COMPLEXITY & VULNERABILITIES

Increasingly demanding
consumer expectations
INCREASING DEMAND FOR DIGITAL +
HEIGHTENED CONCERN OVER SECURITY

Increasing digitalisation . . .

The digital revolution is outpacing adequate safeguards for data – giving rise to compliance risks & tensions underpinned by a flourishing fraudscape

CAUSE

EFFECT

increasing
digitalisation
& connectivity

epic proliferation
of inadequately
secured data

→

→

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON FI’S

cyber & data
breaches

Increased risk of financial losses,
reputational damage
& regulatory scrutiny

↑

COMPOUNDING FACTORS
Increasingly
sophisticated
criminals

IMPACT

→

illicit access to
personal data

↓

Less time to
detect fraud /
financial crime

↑

Increased risk

↓

Decreased probability
of loss recovery

Less physical
interaction

↑

Increased risk

↓

Decreased assurance
& confidence

Less control over
Customer data

↑

Increased risk from
increased reliance on
third-parties to protect
Customer data

↑
Mounting pressure
to shift to digital
channels

→

more data, more
digital & faster
processing

↓

↑
Open
Banking

→

more data, data
transfers & data
access

↓

. . . and disruptive technology

Incumbent banks have a limited window of opportunity to unlock value through digital platforms built upon their tenure and ability to scale in a highly
regulated industry

Existing business models
are not compatible with the
redefined market
landscape

The door may be open,
but the costs & complexity
are quite significant

Early
insights

Integrated API’s introduce thirdparties to the Customer
conversation – they just also happen
to be competitors

French Banks can offset risks of
disintermediation by building upon
long-standing relationships and trust
with Customers

The costs to enter this market and
achieve profitability are
exponentially higher than anyone
would have estimated

Customer expectations and
perceived values are re-baselined
and continue
to evolve

French Banks have the benefit of
experience and scale to drive longterm profitability through operational
efficiencies whilst meeting regulatory
requirements – a complex new frontier
for many FinTechs

Some French Banks are getting
digital though it’s early on in their
journey

What was once a lag, is about to
become a digital sling-shot as key
shifts in demographics propel digital
demand

Half the battle is already won since
availability and access to
innovative technology are not an
issue in France – it’s fast, focused
execution that remains

Customer loyalty & satisfaction can
no longer be assumed – let alone a
lynchpin to the Bank’s strategy

French Banks (and all Banks for
that matter) need to pivot
strategies and operations for
success

No mass customer migrations observed
as of yet but again, it’s still early

A rapidly evolving regulatory landscape
PSD2 & GDPR intertwined

Alicem vs. GDPR?

Access to bank account details by AISPs and
PISPs results in processing of personal data
– subject to GDPR legislation

Biometric data processing is
forbidden (in principle) unless
it’s done under strict conditions
– also yet to be clarified

KYC /
AML

Data permissions & privacy
Account holders are empowered to share data; yet
real-world evidence suggests consumers may not attach
the same value and sensitivity to certain data

Where legitimate basis is consent, PSD2 does not define
“explicit consent” even though consent is required
Distinguishing categories of data
The duty to redact “sensitive data” in certain
circumstances as well as third-party providers’ obligations
to delete/destroy data after a period

Different data categories warrant different levels of
security, and informed consent requires understanding the
implications of sharing before approving
The right to be forgotten
Explicit consent is required from the account holder;
however, does a right to privacy exist for the
corresponding payor/payee? The consent process becomes
infinitely more complex—particularly when parties to the
transaction bank with different institutions and there is no
central repository of permissions granted

PSD2

GDPR

France adaptation of GDPR
▪ Certain specific processing of personal data requires
authorisation
▪ Specific provisions regarding processing of sensitive
personal data
▪ Specific transparency (privacy notices) regarding
digital legacy and children
▪ Specific conditions in which data subjects can
exercise their rights
▪ Specific requirements / obligations regarding data
transfers and data breach notifications

Increasingly demanding consumer expectations
The French have noticed – and broadly approve – the innovations made by banks and are
expecting greater complementarity between physical and digital banking in the
coming years; they also express an ever-growing concern about the security of their
personal data.

40%

French consumers would be
more likely to use mobile
apps if stronger data
security was in place

63%

44%

French consumers would be
more likely to use online
banking if stronger data
security was in place

French consumers very concerned about
credit card fraud – much higher than in
Germany, Italy or Netherlands

32%

French consumers that
viewed their primary
bank favorably versus

60%

French consumers that
viewed their favorite
brand favorably

75%

Proportion of French
labour force in 2025
representing digitalsavvy millenial
generation

A solution starts with digital identity
Digital Identities should be based on individual attributes which fall into four (4) main categories, and these attributes vary
in availability, and restrictions under evolving privacy frameworks

INHERENT TRAITS
Attributes an entity inherits purely because of their
existence. Static and do not change over time (e.g.
biometrics)

Age, Height, Date of
Birth, Biometrics

An individual’s, digital identity is the sum

LEGAL ASSERTIONS
Attributes that a 3rd party issues and assigns to an entity,
normally based on their inherited and acquired attributes
(e.g. passport)

Refinitiv Focus
of all digitally available information about

Passport, National ID
Number, Address

it, irrespective of its validity, form, or

accessibility.

BEHAVIOURS
Attributes and patterns that an entity accumulates over time
as a result of activities (e.g. credit card usage)

Job History, Credit Card
Usage, Social Media,
Geolocation Patterns

ELECTRONIC TRAITS
Attributes derived from activities on the internet and other
electronic platforms (e.g. email address)

Focusing on individuals and helping regulated
FI’s identify, verify, screen and authenticate
their customers in a world with fragmented

Email Address, Phone
Number, Device
Behaviour

regulation, conflicting privacy frameworks
and increasingly sophisticated financial
criminals

Introducing Qual-ID powered by Trulioo
What is Qual-ID?

How does it work?

Refinitiv have partnered with market leading ID verification
company, Trulioo, to deliver a best-in-class digital identity
verification, document proofing and risk screening tool.

Our Digital Identity solution provides our clients with
confidence and our clients’ customers with convenience.

A holistic, integrated solution that ensures that companies
over the world are confident in their third parties identity,
authenticity and legitimacy prior to transacting.
Electronic Identity
Verification

ID Document Verification –
Automated & Manual incl.
OCR

Qual-ID
Identity
Verification

Unmatched
on WorldCheck

QUAL- ID
Verified &
Approved
Consumer
World-Check AML
Screening

Live Facial Comparison

Not Verified

Qual-ID ID
Proofing

Verified via
Qual-ID IDP

Cross
Reference
with WorldCheck

✓ Uniquely integrated

✓ Consistent high quality

✓ Zero footprint

✓ Secure and reliable to

✓ Flexible API to

✓ A long-established

with Refinitiv’s
market-leading WorldCheck Risk
Intelligence

Process flow
Consumer
applies for
account

Why are our customers using
it?

Matched on
World-Check

Status
pending
further
review

technology to meet
data privacy
requirements

enable a seamlessly
integrated solution
with one contract

international coverage

give banks and their
customers confidence
and peace of mind

trusted provider of
data to power
informed decisions

✓ Powerful combination of ✓ A long-established
capabilities enables a
frictionless & enhanced
experience

trusted provider of
data to power
informed decisions

✓ Enhanced customer ✓ Reduced costs
experience
✓ Increased
✓ Reduced
efficiencies
abandonment rates
✓ Effective mitigation
✓ Increased revenues
of fraud risks

Thank you

